
Most high impact research papers can be characterized as “the paper that 
answers … [insert good research question here].” 
 
Attributes of a good research question 
1) Can be clearly expressed as one sentence with a question mark at the end. 
2) Has more than one possible answer, but not too many – usually two or three.  
3) Has different possible answers that can be expressed as discrete alternatives, with minimal gray 

area. 
4) Will split a knowledgeable audience into different camps who think different possible answers are 

more likely. 
5) Has different possible answers that each represents a testable hypothesis. 
6) Each different possible answer can be derived as the logical prediction from a theoretical model 

(syllogism, logical argument) that can be described in terms of about 3-5 postulates, each of which 
might or might not be true, but which collectively lead to the prediction – regardless of whether one 
thinks that the postulates will all be true in practice. 

7) Can be generalized beyond the study system. 
8) Relates to theory that is broader than the study system. 
9) Makes the research seem interesting and sophisticated to a knowledgeable party who does nothing 

more than read the one sentence with a question mark at the end. 
 
Some tactics for developing and identifying good research questions 
A. For any candidate research topic, try many different formulations of one sentence with a question 

mark at the end. Write them down. Make a long unfiltered list. Then shorten the list by evaluating 
them with respect to the above criteria. Be with possible research questions as good photographers 
are with pictures – look at lots of them and throw almost all of them away.  

B. For a candidate research question, try expressing as simple declarative sentences the full list of 
qualitatively different logically possible answers (independent of how you guess it would turn out) 
and evaluate the list with respect to criteria 2, 3, 5, and 6 above. 
C. Start with a half-baked idea for a study that your intuition tells you might be interesting. Sketch 

out the “money figure” that could result in its different possible forms (with the “money figure” 
being a single data figure that a Professor could paste into their powerpoint to explain to 
students in 5 minutes the punchline from your cool research). Is there a modest number of 
qualitatively different possible results (Criiteria 2-3 above)? If the study still seems like it might 
be interesting, play “Jeopardy” (as in the game show with Alex Trebek). That is, what is the 
question that this data figure would be the answer to? Evaluate any resulting questions with 
respect to above criteria. 

D. For a promising research question, try it out on colleagues to see if its meet criteria 4 and 9 above. 
E. For a promising research question, develop the logical arguments (theoretical models) that would 

lead to different possible results. Summarize each of the competing theoretical models as a short 
set of bullet points that would fit in large font on one powerpoint slide. Test whether the logic works 
by showing the bullet points (without further elaboration) to a colleague. If the logic survives, polish 
the syllogisms (competing hypotheses) as needed, then try them out with more colleagues. Evaluate 
the underlying question with respect to criteria 6 and 7 above.  
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